OLDER TESTIMONIALS FOR KEVIN KING
"Thanks"
22/2/2018 8:50 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Alex

"I had two driving lessons (manual) with Kevin and he was
excellent! Very clear with instructions and knowledgeable. Totally
recommend him!
Tajim"
13/2/2018 1:03 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Tajim

"really good, now feel confident to go on, and want a course of
lessons have emailes kevin just need details of availablity, I teach
until 4.00pm
thanks"
10/2/2018 12:35 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Charlotte

"I already hold a licence but had a 2 hour refresher lesson with
Kevin this afternoon in a manual car. He was kind, patient and
chatty and put me straight at ease. Very complimentary about my
driving and when I did panic at times he calmly instructed me. He

talked me through many scenarios to anticipate in busy Auckland
traffic and just general reading of the road. Really happy with my
lesson and will be recommending Kevin. Thank you A1! Meg"
26/1/2018 6:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Meg

"Great experience"
15/1/2018 12:10 AM
Rating: 5 stars
John

"Kevin was very friendly and provided lots of feedback and useful
advice. Thank you!"
10/1/2018 6:52 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Navneet

"Thank you Kevin for all the great driving lessons you've given
me!! Highly recommend him to anyone who has no confidence at
all in driving - he boosted my self-esteem especially when I had no
idea of how to drive and the rules of the road, etc. I passed my
restricted today and am very happy with all the skills I've learnt with
A1 driving. Thank you so much Kevin! God bless :)
- Sabrina"
14/12/2017 7:25 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Sabrina

"Hi and thank you too Kevin he is a great driving instructor."
19/11/2017 5:55 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Rachel

"Had my driving lesson with Kevin today! He’s an awesome
instructor & I look forward to more driving lessons with him before
I sit my restricted! Thank you Kevin! :)"
19/11/2017 2:21 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Arlene

"First lesson with Kevin and he was amazing! Rather than
critiquing any faults I had made, he addressed it with positive
guidance, explained why it happened and how I could avoid making
that same mistake. Anyone who is learning to drive, especially
manual, contact Kevin! :) "
5/11/2017 9:44 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Tessa

"Awesome driving instructor!
Made learning manual easy. Great technique! "
3/11/2017 5:29 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Kegan

"Hey guys the lessons were very helpful and I'm now confident
enough to drive manual on my own understanding the mechanics
how it works. The instructor Kevin was very helpful and knew
exactly how to teach an in experienced manual driver the basics and
follow a system that is easy to remember. Kevin was able to make me
feel comfortable and confident enough to drive on the main roads
and motorway as well as being able to have a good conversation and
laugh while driving. It felt less of a pressuring lesson and i looked
forward to it everytime. Would Definitely recommend this school
and the driving instructor Kevin to anyone who is learning to drive
manual."
3/11/2017 1:34 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Joshua

"It was awesome, I felt confident and comfortable. Kevin explained
everything so well and covered everything I needed to know in
driving a manual. Thanks heaps."
28/10/2017 11:03 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Kariah

"I had Kevin as my driving instructor for only 4 months. He was
extremely patient and helpful. He managed to get me up to standard
from
a beginner driver in a much shorter period of time than I expected. I
just passed my restricted test today with no issues. I could not have

higher recommendations for him as an instructor and I wish him all
the best with his future students."
6/10/2017 4:20 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Crystal

"Fantastic lessons from Kevin. My worker passed his restricted test
with flying colours after Kevin's lesson before hand. Thank you very
much"
19/9/2017 5:14 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Harris

"Hello
I can't wait for my next lesson.
Thank you
Nathanial"
3/9/2017 2:09 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Nathanial

"I was sooo nervous, but Kevin is a great instructor that I could
comprehend. Looking forward to my next lesson thank you"
17/7/2017 8:34 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Dejaimero

"Thank you very much, Kevin! Your professional teaching skills,
great patience as well as sense of humour made the whole learning
experience very pleasant. Now I can drive on the road confidently
by myself and really appreciate your help!"
7/7/2017 5:26 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Doris

"I have been doing lessons with Kevin for a few months and have
found him exceptional.
He is extremely patience, kind and fair, he has provided me with
great driving techniques that was not provided with other driving
schools.
I Have always feared driving and have been extremely nervous,
Kevin has defiantly helped over come this as today I finally passed
my restricted. Yah! Thanks so much."
7/7/2017 11:09 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Vicky

"Kevin is a great instructor, his instructions to driving a manual car
were easy to understand and I felt comfortable driving."
13/6/2017 1:54 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Anselea

"Tane is very happy with his lesson . He is feeling more and more
confident"
2/6/2017 6:03 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Tane

"Very helpful. Encouraging towards me. Friendly"
2/6/2017 7:50 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Irina

"Tane is getting more confident and he likes his teacher"
1/6/2017 6:35 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Tane

"Kevin is a very experienced instructor. His instructions are simple
but very practical. With his help I have been gradually building up
my confidence to drive on the road. Thank you very much, Kevin!"
25/5/2017 5:46 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Doris

"Thanks Kevin King! I have really enjoyed every lessons of manual
driving with you."
23/5/2017 11:52 AM

Rating: 5 stars
Lucie

"Kevin King is an excellent teacher. I am enjoying every lessons
with him. He is very calm, honest and very friendly person. I can see
a huge progress in my driving with a manual car after a few lessons
with him. I am not a fan of manual driving cars, but thanks Kevin I
found the passion for it. Thanks, Kevin!"
23/5/2017 11:48 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Lucie

"I was very pleased with my lesson. Kevin was knowledge and
confident instructor. I would highly recommend."
11/5/2017 2:05 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Abigail

"Driving lesson with Kevin King.
Kevin is very easy to work with. He makes driving 'lessons' so much
fun. Kevin explains himself well and is very positive. He gives ample
opportunities to work out on any driving issues.
Thank you Kevin."
26/4/2017 4:50 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Elizabeth

"Hi Kevin, I am pleased to report that Nathan passed first time. The
test was actually re-scheduled to Friday just gone.
He almost stalled once and pulling out from the parallel park was
not the best. But everything else was done well. I think he scored
points as soon as the tester saw it was a manual. He was certainly
impressed with the fact that Nathan could even drive a manual!
I can't thank you enough for your patience and encouragement. I
took Nathan over the course prior to the test and I believe he was a
prepared for it as much as he could.
So once again, many thanks.
Kind regards, Devika."
24/4/2017 12:12 PM
Devika

"I had my classes with Kevin. He has been very patient and
informative all the way. He really build up my confidence and
taught me the right way to drive safely.
I highly recommend A1 driving school. Specially, instructor Kevin."
24/4/2017 9:16 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Anshu

"Many thanks for providing a great learning to drive experience for
our 16 yr old learner driver. Special thanks to Kevin King for his
instruction on how to drive a manual car. Would definitely
recommend to other learner drivers. G & D Cook."
13/4/2017 12:34 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Nathan

"I have only had one lesson so far with Kevin but have booked a
total of five I highly recommend him, he is very clam and patient
and full on knowledge.
I have gone with other driving schools in the past but they have not
explained driving techniques like Kevin has."
22/2/2017 8:54 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Vicky

"Dear Kevin,
I am so happy to tell you, that your excellent education in the two
hours we had together, has caused, that Annie and I had a
wonderful safe and comfortable 4.000 kilometers drive in the 3
weeks we spend on beautiful New Zeeland.
Kind regards
Torben from Denmark"
14/2/2017 9:58 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Torben

"My first good experiance with A1 was an Automatic driving
lession, now iam lerning to drive a manual car, is was Greats an
very Awesome instructor"
27/1/2017 11:20 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Komsan

"Kevin King is great, friendly and communicates in a way that helps
confidence. Out of the lessons I have had with other vendors Kevin
was the best by far :D"
20/1/2017 1:18 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Jake

"It was a great lesson! Learnt a lot more about merging and
divergence."
5/12/2016 11:37 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Stacey

"Kevin was amazing. He was very knowledgeable, full of
information, patient and gave great instructions. I needed a
refresher before sitting a full licence test and Kevin definitely gave
me the confidence and skills required. And best of all.... I
PASSED!! Thanks Kevin, I haven't stopped raving about you to my
friends and I will definitely be recommending you."
25/11/2016 8:41 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Rosie

"My instructor is Kevin and he is really great. He is very patient and
explains everything well and also motivates you, which for me is
very important in building my driving confidence."
12/11/2016 11:37 AM

Rating: 5 stars
Alexandra

"Really enjoyed my session today with Kevin. It and a fun ride and
covered all important aspects of driving safely in NZ!!"
4/11/2016 9:22 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Rohit

"I booked my first lesson with Kevin after I had 5 lessons on
manual driving with another instructor. I can see the difference
between the 2 teaching styles and I must say Kevin is really a very
good instructor. He explained to me steps by steps basic things that I
did wrongly and that method helps me pretty much in memorising
the principles and applying them to my practice. I capture things
that Kevin shares with me easily, thanks for his simple but logical
explanation. Moreover, he has never been late for our lessons, not
to mention that he patiently waited for me a few times when I ran
out late from office. I strongly recommend Kevin as manual and
auto car driving instructor (lately I changed to auto car with him
and it works perfect for me too)."
27/10/2016 8:42 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Vo

"Thank you so much Kevin you are a very good teacher and it is
much appreciated."
17/9/2016 12:22 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Kelvin

"Kevin is a great teacher, he helped me get prepared for my test.
Thank you Kevin"
30/6/2016 6:19 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Steven

"Hi there, I would like to leave a feedback for Kevin King. I passed
my restricted because of him, he's a patient instructor who makes
sure you are well prepared before you take the test. My reverse
parallel parking was perfect thanks to him and had no errors in my
test. Thanks Kevin, see you on the road! :)"
5/6/2016 12:00 PM
Reia

"I had my first driving lesson today, Kevin King had a really
structured and concise lesson plan. I learned so much in one hour.
I'm definitely recommending A1 to my friends and family. Thank
you so much Kevin!!"
11/5/2016 8:23 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Amiel

"Kevin is a great driving instructor. He's patient, puts you at ease
and explains things really well. So pleased to have passed my full
licence the first time. I definitely couldn't have done it without his
help!"

9/5/2016 11:21 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Michele

"Hi Kevin,
Thanks for the patience and all the knowlege share. I feel more safe
and confident driving manual now =)"
1/5/2016 1:46 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Julieann

"Just a massive thanks to Kevin! He's been awesome and I have
really enjoyed my lessons. I'm stoked to have passed!!! Thanks all!
:) Michelle"
22/4/2016 1:15 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Michelle

"Hi Kevin,

This is Maggy here I did a few driving lessons with you a few weeks
ago. I just wanted to thank you so much for your time and effort
into helping me pass my restricted license test, which I did this
morning. So relieved. I will be booking in a few tests with you before
I sit my full license. Thank you once again Kevin."
11/4/2016 1:54 PM
Maggy

"I had Kevin King, as my driving instructor. He was very
professional, helpful, calm and gave me loads of driving tips. I
would recommend A1 driving to all my friends and family. Will
definitely make another few lessons before I sit my full license."
26/3/2016 2:23 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Maggy

"Highly recommended!"
19/3/2016 6:52 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Mitchell

"Kevin is fantastic."
14/3/2016 7:38 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Brianna

"Hey this Daniel from the lesson yesterday, i just wanted to let you
know that I passed the restricted test and thanks for the advice, i
wouldn't have passed with it."
11/3/2016 3:31 PM
Daniel

"Hi Kevin - Connor's mum Karen here. Just saying thanks for the
lessons. Connor said you were a good instructor and he wouldn't
have passed if he had not had the lessons Smile."

10/3/2016 10:00 AM
Connor

Hi Kevin, just letting you know I passed my restricted this morning. Thank you for all your help."

2/3/2016 11:19 AM
Sophie

"Hey Kevin. Passed! Thanks for the lessons, made this all so simple."

29/2/2016 5:46 PM
Tom

"Hi Kevin, just passed my test. Thanks for the great lessons."

5/2/2016 3:54 PM
Chelsea

"Hi Kevin! Just wanted to let you know I managed to resit my restricted yesterday. I got 2 critical
errors for stalling and not using the median flush but I still PASSED!!!! thank you for all your help!"

5/2/2016 10:33 AM
Sonia

"The best Driving training I have ever experienced. Extremely professional and great methods.
Would strongly recommend and use again in the future."

27/6/2013 3:06 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Emily

"Very helpful and professional, as always"

26/6/2013 1:34 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Benjamin

"Hi Harald,
I recently passed the restricted driving test, and I'd like to leave some feedback for Barry and Kevin,
who helped me prepare for the test.
While preparing for the restricted test with Barry's help, I approached Kevin for additional driving
practice in a manual car and he proved to be an excellent instructor! Although I only took a couple of
lessons with Kevin, he was very good at identifying the issues I was having and practicing to improve
my overall driving experience. By adapting each lesson to use the newly developed skills and focus
on a new part of the preparation, I improved quickly. I'm confident that other students will feel the
same sense of progression and enjoy their lessons, as much as their driving experience after they get
their license too!"

23/6/2013 1:05 PM
James

"Thanks very much to the A1 Driving School and especially Kevin for getting me through my test!
Kevin works to give you as much encouragement as possible and with his natural laid back manner.
The booking system is very useful and I would recommend anyone to use the A1 team.
Thanks again, Neil"

19/6/2013 3:10 PM
Rating: 4 stars
Neil

"kevin king is amazing teacher with right attitude"

18/6/2013 5:59 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Rajendra

"GREAT I HAD GOOD TIME TODAY THANK YOU."

12/6/2013 3:27 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Cherie

"Excellent service and feel more confident in sitting the practical test for driving. Will recommend to
anyone to use A1 Driving School."

10/6/2013 4:10 PM

Rating: 5 stars
Sandra

"Kevin is simply the best!"

13/5/2013 4:46 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Felix

"I really enjoyed my driving lesson today with Kevin King... I was very comfortable and relax....
only my first day of driving lesson with him yet i already learned a lot.. He is a good teacher.. I look
forward in booking more lessons with him until i'm ready to take my Restricted practical driving test..
Thanks A1... and Kevin King :)"

11/5/2013 1:32 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Ligaya

"thanx heaps!"

24/4/2013 11:38 AM
Rating: 4 stars
Namali

"Very professional, as always"

17/4/2013 2:47 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Benjamin

"Hi, my son just completed 5 lessons with Kevin King. He really enjoyed them and thought Kevin
was a great teacher, he learnt heaps from him & had a laugh along the way. Definitely will come back
if need be. Thanks alot Kevin!!"

12/4/2013 1:50 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Hartley

"Very professional, as always"

5/4/2013 11:03 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Benjamin

"The lessons are effective and well structured."

23/1/2013 9:02 PM
Rating: 4 stars
Navzad

"I have two daughters - Each learned to drive with A1, each did the final polish with A1 and each
have passed their full licence thanks to A1. I wouldn't go anywhere else and would recommend them
to anyone. Thanks. Robyne Parker, Howick"

22/1/2013 8:10 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Kaylene

"Kevin is a fantastic instructor! So patient and understanding. I started out as a nervous driver, but
now I love to drive!"

21/1/2013 11:43 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Candice

"Great instructor - thank you!"

22/12/2012 1:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Samantha

"Hi Kevin,
Just thought I would let you know that Dion passed his restricted license today on his first attempt!
He could not have done it without the lessons that he received from you. You have him confidence
and drummed into him the safety aspects and need for constant awareness when driving.
Wishing you a Merry Xmas and a Safe and Happy New Year."

21/12/2012 6:13 PM
Regards
Caroline

"I had 5 lessons with Kevin King who I highly recommend to anyone who wants to learn to drive. He
was really friendly and a great teacher who made it easy to learn to drive. I can now confidently get in
a manual car and drive round, cheers kevin I will be back for more :)"

14/12/2012 10:47 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Taskin

"Hi there,
Kevin made the whole experience enjoyable and fun. He has a lot of good knowledge and he knows
how to explain things in a very clear and concise manner that is very easy and simple to understand.
He has made me into a confident and safe driver and I am very thankful for that."

11/12/2012 8:43 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Sarah

"I am a very satisfied student of Kevin. He is really good in his area and is very structured. He
ensures I understand every single thing he says and points out some area I need to improve. He
motivates me and keeps my nervousness out of my way when driving. I greatly recommend him
especially to the new drivers in NZ as he is very patient and kind. Cheers Emma."

1/12/2012 6:47 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Emma

"Hi, This mornings run through was extremely helpful, Kevin was polite, friendly and helpful
He was patient making sure I understood what he was saying before moving on.
I would highly recommend your service to others and Kevin also. Thanks Angela."

26/11/2012 11:16 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Angela

"Really pleasant, no-stress experience - thank you!"

22/11/2012 7:16 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Samantha

"I'd just like to say i thoroughly enjoyed my lesson today. My tutor was very helpful, talkative and
helped me calm my nerves in the first few minutes of driving. Felt at ease, and very safe. Kevin was
very encouraging, and patient and also kept reminding me of little things i kept forgetting. Learnt
heaps of tips in my 1st lesson and can't wait for my next .Thanks heaps."

20/11/2012 9:29 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Elaine

"Great instruction, easy to learn, understand and very friendly and encouraging.

Would highly recommend and looking forward to completion."

7/11/2012 8:06 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Matilda

"Hey it was great and I learnt a lot in one day ^^"

5/11/2012 12:19 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Joonwon Peter Hwang

"Thank you, Kevin is an excellent instructor."

26/10/2012 1:51 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Brooke

"Kevin has been a great aid to Adeline improving her driving. He focusses in on exact areas where
improvement is needed. We hope you'll all be around when her younger brother has to learn. All the
best Neil"

23/10/2012 3:18 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Neil

"Kevin's a great instructor. Very friendly, specific and helps you understand what to do and why.
Thanks Kevin!"

22/10/2012 8:28 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Laura

"Kevin was a great driving trainer I had eight lessons and was confident going in for my restricted
test. I passed!! And I'm so happy.mi would like to thank Kevin for his skills that he has taught me!
Thank you so much!!"

28/9/2012 11:36 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Amanda

"Thanks heaps to Kevin he was a great instructor,had heaps of patience and I got my restricted
yesterday! Thanks Kevin".

28/8/2012 7:58 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Justin

"i am happy with Kevin, he is fun and encouraging and good driving skills all the way. will love to
continue some more sessions. thanks"

20/8/2012 12:21 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Satish

"I passed my test, thanks Kevin!"

15/8/2012 12:50 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Nicholas

"Thanks A1 for helping me pass my restricted Kevin is an awesome instructor ! Highly reccomend to
anyone and everyone =)"

14/8/2012 2:38 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Leonard

"My instructor is great, very paitent and talks me through everything :)"

11/8/2012 4:58 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Ebony

"I like to say I had a great lesson and am looking forward to next week."

9/8/2012 9:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Jayde

"Kevin is a fantastic instructor! He is patient and thorough and has taught me things in the last two
lessons that my previous 5 instructors haven't!!! He gives me the confidence to enjoy driving again
I would recommend him and his style of driving to anyone I know.
THANK YOU!"

21/3/2014 2:56 PM
Rating: 4 stars
Cat

"Hi kevin,
Thank you so much for siavas driving lessons and giving lot of pointers of which she needed to pass.
She was pretty happy. Her dad flew in from aust. today he still thinks shes lying and shes still tryn to
convince him that she did by showing him the temporary license. Lol. Much appreciated.
Regards
Libby"

14 March 2014 7:10:52 pm

Libby

"Hey Kevin
Harry here, I did a few lessons with you about 5 or so weeks ago.
I got round to trying the restricted test today and managed to pass on my first go.
Just wanted to say thanks for the lessons, advice, and practice you provided me with. I know without
it I would have been unlikely to make it.
Thanks

Harry."

12 March 2014 4:00:50 pm

Harry

"Second lesson with Kevin King today. I was still nervous but Kevin soon makes you feel capable."

10/3/2014 7:04 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Beverley

"I had my first driving lesson today with Kevin king in a manual car. I was quite nervous but by the
end of the lesson I was feeling fantastic. This was going to be achievable. Kevin filled me with
confidence. Kevin was calm and encouraging. He was everything you needed him to be."

6/3/2014 8:57 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Beverly

"I am in my 40's and have been 'attempting' to drive for many years off and on unsuccessfully. I
booked with Kevin and am now flying through lessons and have booked my first driving test!
He has a great knack of explaining manoeuvres which I have never understood before and is patient.
Thanks Kevin for giving me the confidence"

5/3/2014 11:58 AM

Rating: 5 stars
Sarah

"Kevin is a brilliant, patient and encouraging teacher!"

27/2/2014 9:12 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Alanna

"Kevin is an awesome instructor. I had a number of lessons and practice restricted tests with him
which prepared me very well for the real test. He has some great tips about driving I never would
have thought of prior to the lessons and his patience is admirable. Thanks for helping me pass my
restricted with flying colors."

27/2/2014 6:16 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Poema

"Great job Kevin ! Thank you for being so patient with me and helping me building my confidence
when I am driving ! Cheers Katherine"

19/2/2014 10:52 PM
Rating: 5 Stars
Katherine

"Thank you Kevin for your help in preparing Cruiz for his restricted test!!! Greatly appreciated"

13/2/2014 2:56 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Chase

Kevin has been great for introducing our daughter to driving.
Having never driven before she was filled with trepidation but
Kevin's calm, friendly manner quickly quelled her nerves. She
commented that she never felt stressed and that the lessons were
fun.

4/2/2014 5:02 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Stefani

Cruiz is enjoying his lessons with Kevin, hopefully he'll be ready for
his restricted test very soon
Thank you

29/1/2014 11:34 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Cruiz

Always good and helpful. I have had Kevin before with my restricted
license and he is easy going and has just the right attitude when it
comes to teaching and making sure that his student understands all
the rules that need to be applied to the test. it's been a pleasure and

again, I would recommend you to anyone that hasn't set a test yet!
JUST WONDERFUL! KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND
AGAIN, THANK YOU!!!!!!

24/1/2014 2:01 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Germaine

Kevin was an outstanding instructor - easy to understand, patient
and calming. Have already recommended Kevin to numerous
friends within my school who have recently gained their learners
permit.
Harold was a wonderful teacher for Defensive Driving communicative and able to have the class interact together.
Thanks to A1 Driving School

13/1/2014 6:33 AM
Rating: 5 stars
John

Today was my son's first lesson with A1 Driving School, Kevin was
very efficient, friendly, explained to me what he was going to do. At
the end of the session told me that my son was a good driver, but
told him things that was going be beneficial when he goes for his
restricted, the most appreciative thing is that Kevin is going to let my
son use the same car to do his restricted in. Thanks again and nice
to meet you, will strongly recommend you to others.
Kind Regards Sandra

9/1/2014 12:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Tony

"Kevin is a really great teacher, he is a really nice guy and his lessons are structured so you will not
get confussed with what you are learning."

21/12/2013 2:41 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Kristy

"I had lessons with Kevin, he was friendly, helpful and gave me lots of relevant tips for the test. I sat
my restricted license today and passed! :) Thanks Kevin!"

16/12/2013 9:46 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Kahli

"I'd highly recommend A1 Driving school. Prompt booking service with very very quick response
and confirmation emails, came straight to my house. Massive thanks to Kevin for the driving lesson.
He's an excellent instructor, extremely knowledgeable and able to pass that information on to me in a
way I could understand and retain. He pointed out my mistakes and there were many I wasn't even
aware of, his ability to communicate those mistakes in a calm manner and in a way I could understand
was fantastic. I would highly recommend A1 Driving School."

9/12/2013 9:16 AM
Rating: 5 stars

Clare

"A huge thankyou to A1 and in particular to Kevin who has been awesome in getting me through my
test!! Cant rate him highly enough."

3/12/2013 11:20 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Guy

"just want to say thank you heeeaps to Kevin for helping and supporting me with getting my
restricted! :D (just got restricted today! XD )
all those lessons with you really paid off;
you've been a great, and clear, and approachable and honest driving instructor
thanks heaps again! :D much appreciated! :]"

27/11/2013 7:54 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Namali

"Very professional"

26/11/2013 2:09 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Benjamin

"We had Kevin take our older son for a few lessons and he gave him great advice and comments.
Today her took our second son for his first lesson and he felt very confident when he returned,

knowing what he needs to work on. We have not used Kevin to teach from the beginning, but to fine
tune their driving skills."

20/11/2013 11:20 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Henry

"Just wanted to give some good feedback about my instructor, Kevin King, whom I had 3 lessons
with in September and October. I sat my Restricted for the first time today at AA Meadowlands, and
passed it! The examiner was really happy about my driving and complimented me on all my mirrorchecking and blindspot checking as well. The examiner said that he was proud to pass me because I
showed that I was a safe and competent driver on the road and that we needed more drivers like that
around. Thanks for all your help, Kevin, I really appreciate it! Definitely gave me a lot more
confidence to sit the Restricted test and pass it first time 'round, and made me feel safer on the road!
Best regards, Krystal."

14/11/2013 12:46 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Krystal

"Awesome first lesson and will be happy to use you guys again."

16/10/2013 2:20 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Kirsten

"I found Kevin King to be an excellent and very professional instructor in all respects. He was
knowledgeable about the test system and about driving in general; he provided constructive feedback
both to me, as a student, and to my parents; he was also very easy to work with. I look forward to
using Kevin again in the future."

10/10/2013 4:15 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Jonathan

"Absolute please being tutored by Kevin King. Very calm, experienced, laid back and really knows
his stuff. Couldn't have asked for a better driving instructor."

9/10/2013 11:17 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Matthew

"Hi team, Had a 1-hour restricted driver's license lesson with Kevin King last week and I am really,
really glad I booked for the lesson before my test. I learned a lot about what to expect and it really
prepared me mentally. I also gained some essential tips - Kevin, you were absolutely right about those
diverging rules! I have zero recorded "NOs" and a "well

done" from my tester! I can't thank

you enough! PASSED with flying colours,"

30/9/2013 10:56 PM
Rating: 4 stars
R-Dee

"Hi, My driving instructor was awesome and I am looking forward to my next lesson on Wednesday.
Cheers Michelle"

23/9/2013 2:57 PM
Rating: 5 stars

Michelle

"Kevin was amazing! Thank you so much!"

1/9/2013 4:03 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Keira

"Thank you Kevin for being my instructor. You were calm with me and thought me alot in a very
short time that I had. Thanks once again Kevin. ------ Alpesh"

22/8/2013 5:21 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Alpesh

"Hello
I have enjoyed my training with Instructor Kevin and now I feel confident about driving."

12/8/2013 4:12 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Rama

"Hi, Kevin is a good teacher and he teach me all the thing that I needed to pass the practical test.
Thanks Kevin."

4/8/2013 11:45 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Seyed

"I have just passed my test today, Thank you very much for the training ,even though it was only
couple of classes Kevin King had taught me all the skills i was lacking, if it were not for Kevin I am
sure I would not have been as confident as I am today. Thank you Heaps Kevin and A1 school. Jude"

2/8/2013 5:28 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Jude

"Very professional and helpful, as always."

26/7/2013 11:33 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Benjamin

"After 9 lessons from Kevin King, we booked my restricted which I passed in one go. Really good,
clear, helpful lessons going over the road rules and what will be covered in the test definitely played a
huge part in achieving my license. Highly recommended, cannot thank you enough."

15/7/2013 5:00 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Stella

"Couldn't fault my instructor, Kevin. He was really friendly and supportive and a great comfort to
have out on the road. His instructions were clear and he repeated every step when he wanted you to do
something which made remembering the steps a lot easier. He clearly knows what he is talking about.
He is very passionate about driving which I feel has made me more enthusiastic about mastering it.
Can't wait for my next lesson."

10/7/2013 9:10 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Cameron

"Perfect. Thanks a lot to Kevin. Already booked my next lesson."

25/3/2015 7:53 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Donovan

Hi Kevin. Your 100% record continues. Isaac passed today. Thank
you again for looking after Amy & Isaac.

Kind regards Andrew & Belinda

20/3/2015 8:22 AM
Andrew & Belinda

"Hi Kevin,
It's Emma who you took for a few driving lessons a few months back. Sorry I forgot to text you
earlier, but I passed my restricted test back in February on my first go with no critical errors! Thanks
for all your fantastic help because I wouldn't have passed without you!

Thank you, Emma"

20/3/2015 10:43 AM
Emma

"She passed!! Thanks so much for your lessons. Both Chad and Brooke say how great you are. Hey I
have 2 more kids to go. Will be phoning you again in a few years. Thanks heaps!"

20/3/2015 3:18 PM
Lisa

"Hi Kevin
Just wanted to let you know that I passed my restricted test. Thank you very much for all your help. I
ended up having an Indian man who took me through some of the streets you took me through. His
only comment was on some of my gear work, but he said all my knowledge, driving and mirror
checking and everything was safe and good.
Thanks heaps, Katrina"

17/3/2015 7:20 PM
Katrina

"Thanks for the lessons. You have been a great driving instructor for our daughter. BTW- Lauren has
just passed her full drivers licence.
Kind regards,
Carolyn"

14/3/2015 2:44 PM

Carolyn

"Just wanted to let you know that Kevin King is a great teacher. Highly recommended!"

17/2/2015 9:58 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Patricia

"Kevin was very helpful and I benefited from the lesson. I want to book one more lesson before I sit
my restricted. We have text Kevin direct about this. Thank you."

12/2/2015 6:33 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Mitchel

"Hi,
Kevin King was great, and my daughter Brittany found his experience invaluable. Thankfully she
passed her restricted test, and has Kevin to thank for this.
Regards
Sheryl"

11/2/2015 7:04 PM
Sheryl

"Hi, well I had my very first driving lesson in a manual today, and from today's experience, I enjoyed
every minute of my lesson, Kevin was very helpful towards me, and also very patient. Kevin has

given me confidents to drive a manual on the road, I'm just so happy, I can't wait for my next lesson.
Thanks Kevin, you the man!"

4/2/2015 4:36 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Roselia

"Thanks so much! I've been taking lessons with Kevin who is so calm and wise and great at building
confidence. Today I finally passed my full license test (and I do mean finally: Learner's license since
1990 and restricted license since 2002) and that has been thanks to the confidence boost from driving
with Kevin. Much appreciated :-)"

29/1/2015 11:41 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Karli

"thanks heaps Kevin! :) appreciate all the tips and advice and encouragement you give! :) thanks for
helping me to make the most of my hour!"

15/12/2014 11:11 PM
Rating: 4 stars
Namali

"Hi Kevin
I have a very happy young boy. Thank you for your excellent driving lessons and advice.
Cheers
Sharon - Jake's mum."

9/12/2014 4:46 PM
Sharon

"Hi Kevin
Well we have had a few trying days. Went to Manukau Monday and the car rego expired on 30
November so poor Abbey couldn't sit test. She was devastated but I managed to get resit today at
Howick and she passed! Thanks so much for everything she was so much more confident after being
in the car with you.
Helen"

3/12/2014 8:26 PM
Helen

"Hi A1, I just passed my restricted test and wanted you to know that Kevin King was a star and I
really appreciate all his help along the way. He was always pleasant, helpful and I always felt
comfortable with him showing me the ropes! (He should get a pay rise and no he didn't ask me to say
that!) Thanks for all your help Kevin and thanks also to A1! Lucy"

20/11/2014 9:25 PM

Lucy

"Abbey found Kevin great and is back on track to pass her restricted. Thanks"

17/11/2014 9:33 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Abbey

"Taking lessons with A1 Driving was the best thing that I've done. I'm so thankful for Kevin King,
for being patient with me and showing me the ropes. In saying that it helped me pass my Restricted. I
felt more confident and had more faith in myself, before my lessons I was shy and a little hesitant. I
went from a Caterpillar and transformed into a Butterfly. For anyone looking for driving lessons, I'd
highly recommend A1 Driving. I'd avoid sitting lessons with other driving agencies that might be
cheaper, money wise etc because with A1 you definitely get your moneys worth. SERIOUSLY I've
had my fair share and none of them compare. To Kevin and the crew, good luck and hope to see you
in 2years for my full. :)"

7/11/2014 12:19 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Metua

"Thanks for all the help and instruction. I learned a lot and the Defensive Driving Course also helped
me with extra confidence when I went for my Restricted License Test. I passes on the first attempt.
Thanks again. Bradley"

6/11/2014 11:10 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Bradley

"Thank you AI driving. I have received driving lessons through your school and have found your
driving instructor Kevin to be a very patient and understanding instructor when teaching, I would
recommend your driving school to anyone who are looking for lessons. More over, I have enjoyed my
lessons especially for someone who has hardly ever driven before and again would highly recommend
your school, thanks so much and also to my instructor Kevin who does the south Auckland area, big
ups from me.
Martha"

29/10/2014 8:30 AM
Rating: 4 stars

Martha

"Great lesson as always with Kevin!! Thank you for your help"

14/10/2014 8:08 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Chase

"My daughter had a brilliant lesson with Kevin. He is calm and professional. Kevin explains clearly
and gives confidence. We are looking forward to the next lesson."

7/10/2014 8:40 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Ashley

"Hi
You have some great service and expert instructor, for papatoetoe area. They help you build your
confidence, guide well to becoming and alert and experienced driver, as well as provide awesome
feedback to improve on weak points in our driving.
I am thankful to A1 drivers training, who helped me with my first restricted license that I received in
first test and now they have helped me build my confidence for full license.
I would like to suggest for more than one instructor in certain areas such as ours, for it is hard to make
appointments that suit us most of the time when there is only one instructor available.
Keep up the great work.
Thanks once more."

3/10/2014 4:40 PM
Rating: 4 stars

Ravina

"Had Kevin King for my lessons and passed my test earlier today. Awesome instructor and would
highly recommend him."

29/9/2014 6:17 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Carl

"I'd Highly recommend Kevin King! My very FIRST lesson with him was amazing! He gave me
great constructive criticism and I needed to work on 12 things that he pointed out to me. My second
lesson, was only 5 things that I needed to work on. It was a MASSIVE improvement! Patient and
understands what you need to do in order to pass your restricted. Already booked in my third and last
lesson with him before I sit my restricted. He is definitely worth the time and money! If your looking
for instructors or driving schools, A1 DRIVING is definitely the ONE!"

1/9/2014 6:49 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Metua

"Simply Amazing! I was thinking of just going into to the VTNZ and sitting my restricted, but little
did I know it wasn't just about the driving it's more about your knowledge and what you know. I
found it helpful and great! It's also great having a instructor that gives you constructive criticism that
will definitely help me pass my restricted. Already booked another lesson. Cheers and thanks Kevin.
(:"

22/8/2014 12:25 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Metua

"Thanks for your service. Kevin did a great job. Clearly a very good teacher. I did help along the way
as well.
Thank you."

14/8/2014 10:45 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Timothy

"Kevin was great, very informative. I had lessons with Kevin before I sat my restricted and was
happy to hear that he was going to be the driving instructor for my full driving license lesson. Very
friendly and patient. Would highly recommend him to friends and family. "

4/8/2014 9:07 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Emma

"Hi there,
I couldn't get into the system because I forgot my password/use different emails etc
But overall my experience was very good
I feel like I have become a better driver overnight (sounds sort of cliche but it is true)
I'm better prepared for the test and I got my money's worth. Even if I don't pass I know that I am a
safer driver which is good not only for me but other people on the road.
Regards
James"

1/8/2014 3:39 PM
Rating: 5 stars

James

"Truly enjoyed the driving lesson with Kevin. He's great with first time drivers.
Thanks!"

16/7/2014 7:11 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Rossana

"Fantastic instructor! Very patient and calm."

19/6/2014 9:35 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Danielle

"Absolutely fantastic service, my son has advanced from not confident to extremely confident with
learning to drive.
We will use you again for the Defensive driver training once needed.
Thanks,
Krissansen family"

17/6/2014 7:12 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Jordan

"Kevin King took my son driving after a number of lessons with his father or I. We knew there were
things that our son needed to improve on but as usual - the young ones always seem to think they
know best. It was great to hear after his first lesson with Kevin that Kevin had picked up on the same
things we had tried to teach our son. I guess it is easier to hear from someone else than from your own
parents. Thank you Kevin - without you I think we'd still be struggling, and after having our son lose
so much confidence after he failed his restricted first time - you have helped to give his confidence
back."

15/5/2014 7:50 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Thomas

"Had an amazing lesson!"

29/4/2014 3:37 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Charlotte

"Once again, having already instructed our son, and this time, our daughter, Kevin is a great
instructor with many helpful hints for helping to pass the dreaded Restricted Driving Test!"

1/4/2014 3:14 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Louisa

"Great service for our teenager son. Thanks, Kevin!"

31/3/2014 10:15 PM

Rating:5 stars
Ilya

"Choosing A1 Driving School and booking lessons with Kevin King was the best thing I ever did."

29/3/2014 7:53 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Beverley

"Took the driving test at Penrose yesterday and passed it. Kevin gives out practical tips for the
restricted tests and tells you real-life road-specific situations where you are likely to commit critical
errors/immediate failures. If you are aware of what these things are, you wont commit these mistakes
and you will def pass the test. Thanks, Kevin! - Roma"

29/3/2014 12:29 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Maria

"He passed! Phew. Thank you so much Kevin for your expert guidance. Appreciate your help with
more lessons in due course Kevin; Charles for his full, George for his full and younger sister Juliet
who will start driving later this year. Thanks again!"

29/1/2016 9:58 AM
Tim

"Good experience so far. Gave lots of good safety tips and habits to keep in mind."

11/1/2016 8:33 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Connor

"Really enjoyed my first lesson. Thanks."

11/1/2016 4:45 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Brianna

"Excellent instructor. Pointed out a few things I need to brush up on before sitting my P endorsement
test.
Cheers"

8/1/2016 4:45 PM
Rating: 4 stars
Laurie

"Thanks Kevin for a first excellent driving lesson (manual car). I learnt more than enough in 1 lesson
than I have over the years. I will definitely come back if I need more practice/tips/advice you made
everything simple and all went smoothly yay! Highly recommend to all A+++"

24/11/2015 4:48 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Lanita

"Kevin
I wanted to thank-you for your professionalism and commitment that helped Matthew pass his
restricted drivers test. Also a thanks to everyone at a1 driving school, including Tony, who were
willing to help out when issues arose with the timing of the test.
Regards
Brett & Carmen"

26/10/2015 9:50 AM
Brett & Carmen

"My driving instructor has been so helpful. I really feel like I'm getting the best value for money. He
has a lot of tips and tricks to make sure that I learn quickly, and pick up safe habits that make
everything easier. I've had lessons here and there over the past few years, but this company really is
very good. 10/10"

22/10/2015 9:23 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Maggie

"Kevin helped me get from a Learner License all the way to the Full License. He's extremely
knowledgeable with the testing routes, and has a calm, patient, and informative teaching method.
Thanks again, Kevin!"

14/10/2015 12:43 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Stella

"Hi Harald
Sorry for delay. I would like to say a few words about Kevin.

Kevin is a brilliant instructor. I enjoyed every lesson learning with Kevin, his instructions were
straightforward and if I ever made a mistake he reassured me as to what I had to do, never making me
feel stressed, and making me a confident driver on the road. Thank you for helping me learn to drive,
I highly recommend Kevin to anyone wishing to learn. Thanks Kevin for helping me pass my driving
test first time!
Kind regards,
Svetlana (passed first time 22/09/15)"

11/10/2015 10:22 PM
Svetlana

"Excellent coaching by Kevin. Super calm and very encouraging. Finally I have started liking the
driving. So thank you Kevin"

23/9/2015 5:02 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Khushboo

"Kevin has been so awesome. He is full of information even if I forget he keeps telling me. I have
had a really good experience learning to drive with him. I improve with every lesson Iv taken. Keep
up the good job."

17/9/2015 4:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Michelle

"Thanks very helpful"

16/9/2015 2:01 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Jesse

"Hi guys,
I had Kevin King as my instructor, he was a really good teacher and gave me a lot of pointers/ advice.
I would like to thank him and A1 driving by helping me pass my restricted test. Thanks heaps!
Cheers,
Angela"

9/9/2015 8:05 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Angela

"Hi Kevin, Luella here (white Swift). I just passed my restricted! Thanks for the great lessons.
Couldn't have done it without your help."

7/9/2015 16:39 PM
Luella

"Hi Kevin, just to let you know I passed my Restricted this morning. Thanks heaps for all your help
and see you in a year or so! Clare"

4/9/2015 11:28 AM
Clare

"Thanks for A1 school
Thanks Kevin for your support"

20/6/2015 9:06 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Mohy

"Perfect"

16/6/2015 11:14 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Mohy

"Actually it was very nice
Kevin is a very good instructor"

13/6/2015 9:07 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Mohy

"Thanks to A1 Driving school...but more so to my instructor Kevin who has been teaching me how
to drive within such a short time frame. I can honestly say that by going through this driving school
that it is money well spent. Kevin showed so much professionalism and patience that you always feel
comfortable and relaxed, and today marks the day where his skills which he had taught me came
through, as I have passed my restricted today. I have no hesitation and highly recommend Kevin if
you are looking for driving lessons, he's very professional. Once again, a big thanks to you Kevin and
A1 driving school and look forward to seeing you again when I sit my full licence Martha."

12/6/2015 3:38 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Martha

"Many many thanks to Kevin for his excellent tuition of Ronnie Shaddick over the past few weeks.
Kevin was patient, good-humoured and an expert in the finer details of how to pass the restricted with
the result that yesterday Ronnie passed first time. As his father I am as pleased as I am surprised but
as Ronnie himself said to me Kevin knows what he's doing whereas you don't, Dad. I highly
recommend all parents of know-all teenage boys get some lessons with A1

Thanks again Neil Shaddick Papakura"

3/6/2015 10:59 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Ronnie

"very good , thank you"

25/5/2015 4:44 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Billy

"I passed my restricted driving test in my first go, all thanks to Kevin!
I did not have the confidence or competencies of a restricted driver. Kevin was able to help me build
set driving skills as well as help me gain confidence in myself. He was very patient with me and
helped me calm my nerves whenever under pressure by other road users. I highly recommend Kevin
as a driving instructor!
I will definitely be seeing you again for my full licence.

Patricia"

17/5/2015 8:28 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Patricia

"Good Afternoon
I would just like to thank Kevin King for the fantastic driving lesson he gave my son Callum today.
Callum came away thrilled at what he had been taught. Callum has his restricted test tomorrow. If he
does not pass, we will most certainly come back to Kevin for some more of his valuable tips and
advice.
Thank you
Kind Regards
Helen"

19/5/2015 4:02 PM
Helen

"Thank you so much to Kevin King for the driving lessons. Because of you I passed my restricted
test without any critical errors :) I recommend this driving school to everyone.
Thank you,
Ketera."

8/5/2015 7:14 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Ketera

"Kevin was a really good instructor. It was my first day with him today and learnt lots of important
pointers immediately without pressure. He was really calm and his explaining things clearly... I was
afraid to drive on the wheel before I met him today but everything changes and my confidence
boosted up..
Looking forward on our next class...Thanks Kevin :)"

6/5/2015 5:30 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Sunshine

"Hi Kevin, Matt's mom here. Just thought you'd like to know Matt passed his drivers test this
morning. Thanks for teaching him. I really appreciate it!"

23/4/2015 7:26 PM
Debbie

"Hi Kevin,
Just a quick e mail to say that Michael passed his test today! Thanks for all of your useful tips, you
made all the difference.We will pass your name onto our friends.My younger son will be keen to have
lessons with you next year when he turns 16.
Many thanks, Helen"

23/4/2015 7:00 PM
Helen

"Really good lesson learnt a lot!"

13/4/2015 7:32 PM

Rating: 5 stars
Steven

"This is my 4th lesson with Kevin - he is a very good instructor and the way he teaches is very
systematic. He teaches me the skills not only for the test, but also for daily driving - very practical!
Highly recommended!"

9/4/2015 11:17 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Karin

"Kevin was an excellent, patient and friendly instructor. I was apprehensive about having a lesson
driving a manual but he was very calm and encouraging and put me at ease and I actually enjoyed
myself! Kevin described everything perfectly so that I understood the reason behind everything that I
was doing which really helped. I look forward to my next lesson."

1/4/2015 11:08 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Tara

